I HE full title of this book is "Faitlh lhealing aind healing methods founded thereon, including Dr. Shipsey's healing metho(ds scientifically explained: its relationship to Christian Science, spiritualistmi and prayer," by Dr. Michael Shipsey, M.B., B.Ch., B.A.O., N.U.I. The author has submitted his book for reveiw. He makes the claim that his "clear dissertation is a revolution, both in clinical medicine alnd faith-healing in all its aspects," and "hopes the world will quickly recognize his profound 'contention.' " Unfortunately, his book is characterised by inaccurate physiology and equally vague psychology. He appears to be unfamiliar wvith the work of William Harvey when he writes: "It is more than probable that the heart is not a force pump so much as a measure of the circulation, and that the real force pumps of the circulation are the lungs . . . so that I sometimes doubt if a patient dies so much from 'heart failure' as from lung failure, and the failure of other organs involved (brain, arteries, etc.) in maintaining the blood circulation." Such heresies may be harmless, but it is more dangerous when he speaks of "the outragery of X-raying every chest, and thus often implanting the idea in a patient's mind that their lungs are not all right-a most dangerous psychological abyss for many patients, and this mass X-raying should be stopped, or rather vigorously suppressed."
These short selections do not commend the book, but in spite of his ill-expressed and often hazy opinions, we get the impresion that Dr. Shipsey is at heart a kindly man wvith a love of humanity. He means well.
THE BRITISH JOURNAL OF DELINQUENCY.
THIS new journal is the official organ of the Institute for the study and treatment of delinquency.
The editorial board consists of Doctors Edwvard (Glover, Hermtann Mannheim, and lmanuel Miller, with an advisory board containing many famous names. Its primary aim is to enable students of criminology to keep in touclh witlh recent developments in the various branches of sciences concerned with the investigation, treatment and prevention of delinquency.
The first number contains a series of most interesting articles, wvhich include valuable data from the United States, Sw%eden and Holland. The second number has articles on the "Group factor in crime and punislhment" and " Fhe unclubbable adolescent," which are of very great interest. Dr. Otto L. Shaw 's short essay on "T1he 1946 law in P'aris" throwvs a vivid light on the present state of prostitution in Paris.
We 1,330 pages printed in (louble columns. 'l'here are 601 illustrations, and 67 pages of references to the more important original papers, monographs and reviews. It is therefore not a 1oo0k that many will read from cover-to cover, and your reviewer makes no such claimi. Nor, because of its formidable size will students starting Physiology be wise to use it as their primary textbook. It is, however, lucidly and interestingly written, up to date, and covers adequately, or makes r-eference to, those parts of Physiological knowledge of plarticulatr interest in Medicine.
Medical students will find this an extremely valuable second text-book, and one wvhiclh is useful at the pre-clinical, clinical and post-graduate stages. It is particularly suitable for those working for post-graduate degrees and diplomas, and one hopes a sufficient number of medical men now appreciate that Physiology is the basis of medic.alripractice for it to be used by those who have passed all the examinations hurdles. Even at four guineas it is good value for money.
A. D. M. G.
